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Abstract
In this study, we focus on the influence of the contact properties between Indium Tin oxide (ITO) and hydrogenated
amorphous Silicon (a-Si:H) on the performance of a-Si:H/c-Si HeteroJunction (HJ) solar cells. We experimentally
found that an increase of the (p) a-Si:H layer thickness can improve the open-circuit voltage (Voc) but also and
especially the Fill-Factor (FF) of the cell. Thanks to simulation we propose an explanation of this unexpected
increase. The deposition of ITO with low effective workfunction on (p) a-Si:H actually leads to a depletion of the
emitter of the cell, which results in an increase of its effective activation energy and of its resistance affecting Voc
and FF. Thanks to this new insight we give guidelines which can help to further optimize the HJ front stack.
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1. Introduction
The interest for hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) / crystalline silicon (c-Si) HeteroJunctions
(HJ) solar cells arises from their high efficiencies (>20%) on large areas combined to an industrializationready fabrication process [1]. The performance of the HJ cell depicted in Fig. 1 strongly depends on the
doping concentration, the bulk defect density and the respective thicknesses of (p) a-Si:H/ (i) a-Si:H layers
which form the emitter of the cell. Indeed, modifying their properties affects both charge carrier transport
at the junction (recombination, field effect) and photogeneration [2-4]. Furthermore, transparent
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conductive oxide (TCO) electrical (mainly its effective work function (EWF) and conductivity) and
optical (transparency, absorbance) properties also have to be considered for a full optimization of the
emitter [2, 5, 6]. Theoretical calculations have recently investigated the role played by the ITO/(p)a-Si :H
on HET solar cells performance and especially on the Voc [7]. This paper will address the impact of
ITO/(p) a-Si:H interface properties on the cell performance focusing on FF. Experimental optimization of
FF is first done by changing the a-Si:H emitter thicknesses. HJ cells are fabricated on randomly textured
n-type FZ c-Si wafers (104cm2, 180μm; 1-5Ohm.cm) [8]. Then simulations are provided to explain the
experimental results as well as to give general guidelines for further HJ cell optimization.
Ag
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Fig. 1. Conventional HJ structure used in this study. Texturation of the fabricated solar cells is not represented.

2. Modeling
Solar cell characteristics have been modeled using a 2D finite elements simulation tool [9]. To
simplify the analysis, simulation has been made in 1D mode neglecting both lateral transport and
texturation. Electrical parameters for a-Si:H and c-Si were chosen in agreement with literature values
[10]. Particularly, doping of a-Si:H layers has been calibrated by tuning dopant/bulk-defects ratio to fit
the measured conductivity versus inverse temperature curves [4]. The latter provide us with the layer
activation energy Ea defined by the difference between the bulk Fermi level EF and the valence band
energy EV [11]. These Ea measurements are also used to deduce the work function of the p-aSi layer
(WFp-aSi) given here by WFp-aSi=EFp-aSi aSi+EgaSi-Eap-aSi where aSi=3.85eV is the electronic affinity with
respect to the vacuum level and EgaSi=1.7eV is the a-Si:H bandgap. Moreover a-Si:H thicknesses used in
the simulation correspond to the thicknesses on textured substrates, which are obtained by dividing the
thickness on polished wafers, due to geometrical effects, by a factor of 1.6 for a-Si:H and 1.2 for TCOs
[3]. Note that layers are considered to be uniform, i.e. the composition of the a-Si:H layers are thickness
independent. Only simulation results for the case i-layer=6.3nm are presented in the following study.
Transfer matrix method is used to calculate photogeneration thanks to optical indices of the various
layers, directly extracted from ellipsometry measurements. ITO is considered as a Schottky metal contact
with a fixed effective work function (EWF). In this simulation study, EWF is varying from below to
above the Fermi Level of the p-aSi layer estimated to ~5.2eV. It is in agreement with generally measured
values for ITO EWF in literature, which can vary from 4.1eV to 5.53eV [12]. Infinite surface
recombination is also considered at the ITO/a-Si:H interface, assuming that either a barrier height
reduction due to high concentration of surface states or sufficient tunneling mechanisms do not impede
recombination between electrons in ITO and holes in the p-layer [6, 11]. In this way, simulation does
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show the electrostatic effect of ITO EWF on the underlying layers and, hence, on the cell performance.
Thermionic-field emission models included in the simulator are also used to simulate transport processes
at the a-Si:H/c-Si interface [9]. The resistance of this interface potential barrier is denoted Rint. An
external series resistance Rext
in the total resistance of the cell.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Experimental results
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Fig. 2. J(V) measurement parameters of our HJ cells versus p-layer thickness for 6.3nm and 7.5nm of i-layer. Measurements were
made under AM1.5 conditions using an AESCUSOFT I-V tool.

Fig. 2 shows the main electrical features of our HJ cells for different thicknesses of the a-Si:H emitter.
For each thickness, three cells were fabricated. The corresponding mean value and standard deviation of
the parameters are then reported in the graphs. Firstly, we notice that Jsc decreases with increasing a-Si:H
thickness (see Fig. 2(a)). This was expected and explained by parasitic optical absorption of the a-Si:H
emitter [3]. Secondly, we notice that the Voc increases with increasing i-layer thickness independently of
the p-layer (see Fig. 2(b)). We attribute this to a better passivation of the a-Si:H/c-Si interface as
suggested by many authors [1]. At this stage it is worth noticing that this gain in Voc was rather expected.
But what is most surprising is the FF increase of ~1.5% observed for both i-layer thicknesses in Fig. 2(c).
The reason for this FF increase remains unclear [3]. To explain it, we have extracted the total series
resistance Rs from J(V) curves under illumination by linear regression around Voc. Results are shown in
Fig. 3. Clearly, the FF variations appear correlated to Rs for all the different measured cells. Therefore,
understanding the Rs variations allows to explain this unexpected FF behavior.
In fact, we would have expected 2 possible scenarios. The first one is that the resistance of the emitter
is negligible compared to the resistances related to the other layers and interfaces. In this case, transport
through this layer would not be a limiting factor and, in turn, no significant variation of FF should be
observed. The second scenario is that the resistance of the p-layer is not anymore negligible compared to
the other resistances. Therefore increasing the p-aSi thickness would come with an increase of its
associated resistance affecting significantly the total Rs of the cell, and in turn, FF should decrease. None
of these 2 scenarios fit with the observed experimental variations of Fig. 2(c) and 3(b). Hence, in the
following part, we propose a third scenario thanks to simulation in order to explain this FF increase with
p-layer thickness.
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Fig. 3. Cell series resistance (Rs) under AM1.5 illumination versus FF (a) and versus p-layer thickness (b). Rs is extracted from
J(V) curves by linear regression around Voc. Only the mean value is given for Rs and FF for the sake of clarity. Open (full)
symbols refer to 7.5nm (6.3nm) of i-layer.

3.2. Simulation results
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Fig. 4. J(V) simulated parameters of our HJ cells versus p-layer thickness for a 6.3nm i-layer. ITO EWF is varying from 5.1eV to
5.3eV. It lies above or below the Fermi level in the p-aSi layer estimated to ~5.2eV.

Fig.4 reports the J(V) parameters of the cell, which have been simulated for different thicknesses of the
p-aSi layer from 3nm to 50nm.The extreme case ta-Si=50nm is only used, in the following text, to show
the saturation effects of the cell performance for thick layers but does not correspond to an experimental
case. We successfully reproduce, by simulation, the experimental variations of Jsc, Voc and FF with the
p-layer thickness with ITO EWF=5.1eV. The decrease of Jsc with increasing p-aSi thickness is well
known while the Voc and FF increase is not trivial. It cannot be explained without taking into account the
electrostatic effect of ITO on top. Actually 3 cases can be considered depending on the relative position
of the ITO EWF with respect to the work function of the bulk p-aSi layer estimated here to ~5.2eV.
Basically when a contact is formed between this layer and an electrode with a given work function, a
charge transfer occurs to reach the electrostatic equilibrium. This induces the formation of either a
depletion or an accumulation region within the p-layer depending on the ITO EWF. This also results in a
local band bending and in a variation of the effective Ea of the a-Si:H layer, and, in turn, comes with a
variation of the internal voltage of the cell Vbi visible on Voc variations (see Fig. 4(b)).
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Fig. 5. Simulated front band diagrams in dark equilibrium versus depth for (a) ITO EWF=5.2eV and EWF=5.1eV and (b) for
different p-layer thicknesses in case EWF=5.1eV. (c) Schematics representing the depletion occurring at ITO/p-aSi interface for
a thick and a thin layer.

For ITO EWF=5.1eV, which corresponds to the real case of Fig. 2, the a-Si:H layer is depleted along a
given extent d as illustrated in Fig. 5 (c). In addition, bands are bending downwards resulting in an
increase of the effective Ea of the emitter (see Fig. 5 (a) and (b)). For thin (p) a-Si:H layer tp-aSi ~3nm, the
whole layer is depleted d~tp-aSi and the effective Ea=EFaSi-EVaSi is increased in both doped and intrinsic aSi:H layers. The corresponding resistivities i
p become so important that the total resistance of the
emitter RaSi given by i.ti-aSi+ p.tp-aSi is increased even though the emitter thickness is decreased. For thick
(p) a-Si:H layers tp-aSi >9nm, the p-layer is only partially depleted d<tp-aSi. This allows the (i+p) stack to
recover its intrinsic properties over a significant depth taSi d. The effective Ea in this region reaches the
respective bulk values for single p-doped and intrinsic aSi. The
i
p are then much lower
than for thin p-layers as well as RaSi even though tp-aSi is thicker. All these phenomena are clearly
illustrated in Fig. 6(a) which shows the respective resistances of both (i) and (p) aSi layers as well as the
effective Ea for different p-aSi thicknesses.
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Fig. 6. (a) Detailed layer resistances in the simulated device extracted at the maximum power point V~0.6V and effective Ea
showed for different p-layer thicknesses and for ITO EWF=5.1eV. (b) Total Rs of the simulated cell, extracted from simulated J(V)
curves by linear regression around Voc.

Moreover, Rs has also been extracted from simulated J(V) curves around Voc to evaluate the
contribution of the emitter layer resistance RaSi to the total cell resistance Rs=RaSi+Rext+Rint. Results are
plotted against p-layer thickness on Fig. 6(b). We notice that Rs increases with decreasing p-aSi thickness
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exactly as RaSi (see Fig 6(a)). This is also perfectly consistent with the experimental results shown in Fig.
3(b). These variations of Rs have a strong impact on FF due to the strong correlation between Rs and FF
(see Fig. 3(a)). Fig. 4(c) shows that FF drops of nearly 1% when p-aSi is reduced from 12nm to 3nm.
Again we reproduce pretty well the experimental decrease of FF ~1.5% with p-aSi thickness observed in
Fig. 2(c). Moreover we foresee by simulation that, when the p-aSi layer becomes thick, Voc and FF
saturate while Jsc continues to decrease. This explains why the compromise in term of efficiency is found
around tp-aSi=9nm for ITO EWF=5.1eV. Another way to improve the cell performance is to achieve a high
effective work function for the TCO, in this case above 5.3eV. In this latter ideal case, holes are
accumulated near the contact, resulting in an improvement of the resistivity of the a-Si:H emitter and, in
turn, the FF of the cell is not affected as seen in Fig. 4(c). This time, p-layer thickness may successfully
be reduced to gain in Jsc without loosing FF and, to finally gain in efficiency.
4. Conclusion
The increase of FF and Voc with increasing p-layer thickness has been explained thanks to simulation.
In case the ITO effective work function is lower than the p-aSi layer one, a depletion of the p-layer
occurs, which increases both the effective activation energy and the resistivity of the a-Si:H emitter. This
effect is critical when the p-layer is decreased. The emitter resistance increases leading to an increased
cell Rs and hence results in a FF drop. Optimization of ITO work function on a-Si:H is thus of crucial
importance to be able to improve HJ cell performance.
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